**REFERENCE:**
AAR MSRP SECTION C
S-211-78
BODY CENTER PLATE GAGE
FOR 14” - 16” DIAMETER

**EXCEPT W789-4, W789-5 & W789-6**
REFERENCE: MCCONWAY & TORLEY GROUP

**Important Note:**
ASF Recommends Their gage drawing no. 016339 our no. W789
AAR S-211-78 Dimensions are Obsolete.

---

**GAGE** | **DIA** | **"A"** | **"B"** | **"C"** | **"D"**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
W789-1 | 14 | 13.859 | 17.000 | 1.594 | 2.750
W789-2 | 15 | 14.859 | 18.000 | 1.594 | 2.750
W789-3 | 16 | 15.859 | 19.000 | 2.219 | 3.375
W789-4 | 16 | 15.984 | 19.000 | 2.094 | 3.375
W789-5 | 14 | 13.984 | 17.000 | 1.969 | 2.750
W789-6 | 16 | 15.984 | 19.000 | 2.281 | 3.375

**MANUFACTURES TOLERANCE:**
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
+/- .010

**BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM**
CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED
FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/-.020"

---

**Material:**
Stainless Steel 17-7
THICKNESS: f 3/16”
Hardened

**Scale:** .4X

---

**WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.**

**BODY CENTER PLATE GAGE**

---

**SIZE** | **Job#** | **DWG NO.** | **Disk** | **REV** | **CUSTOMER**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
W789 | ENG | 01/05/2009